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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a convex set in R’, int (K) # a. If we remove a linite family of 
affine hyperplanes from R’, we disconnect K into a family of convex parts, 
which is called a topological dissection of K by an arrangement of hyper- 
planes. After the influential paper of Zaslavsky [9], the theory of 
topological dissections has been the object to renewed interest; for a survey 
of recent results and applications, see the paper of Cartier [3]. 
Following along the lines of [ 1,2, 81, we study dissections from the 
point of view of the homological theory of posets and Mobius functions. 
We associate to a dissection a partially ordered set-the poset of regions 
and faces-and determine the homotopy types of the classifying spaces of 
this poset and of its intervals. It is worthwile noting that our study is 
entirely developed by repeated applications of Quillen’s homotopy 
equivalence criterion for posets [7]. 
By this technique, we succeed in computing the Mobius function of the 
poset of regions and faces, which turns out to take only values 0, 1, - 1; 
this gives, as an immediate consequence, generalizations of Euler’s relation. 
We submit that, in the case when the convex set is the whole space, the 
Euler relation for regions and the Euler relation for bounded regions are 
nothing but the upper and the lower recursion for the Mobius function, 
respectively. Furthermore, the poset of regions and faces is homotopy 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
In the final section, we describe connections between our approach and 
that based on the notion of cut-intersection poset due to Zaslavsky. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (P, < ) be a finite partially ordered set and dP the simplicial com- 
plex of all chains of P. As is well-known, it is possible to associate a 
topological space \PJ to P, lP/ being the geometric realization of AP. On 
the other hand, every simplicial complex S yields a partially ordered set 3, 
by taking simplices as points and inclusion as order; given a poset P, the 
topological spaces IPi and lAPi are homeomorphic, since AJP is the 
barycentric subdivision of AP. 
Now, we recall some fundamental results and definitions which will be 
frequently used in the sequel. 
2.1. THEOREM (Quilien [7]). Let P, Q be partiaify ordered set and 
f~ P + Q an order-preserving map. If, for every q c Q, the topological space 
lhJ~w~Pwlll . IS contractible, then iP\ and IQ1 are homotopy equivalent. 
Given a partially ordered set P, we will denote by suspP the poset 
obtained by adjoining to P two supplementary points p’ and p-, satisfy- 
ing the conditions p + 5 p - and p’, p->x for every XCP. It is 
immediate that the simplicial complex A susp P is nothing but the ordinary 
suspension of AP. 
The Mobius function of (P, < ) is the unique function p: P x P + Z such 
that 
(i) ~(x, x) = 1 for every x E P; 
(ii) ~(x, y)=O if x 4 y; 
(iii) p(x,y) = --X2< V ~(4 z) if xc y. 
We recall that conditions (i), (ii), (iii) impfy 
The “P. Hall theorem” (see [5]) can be expressed as follows: 
2.2. THEOREM. Let P be a poser, x, ye P, xc y. Set lx, y[ = {ZC P; 
xcz-=~yj. Zf]x, y[ #$3, then 
PC& Y~=x~ll.G HI)- 4 
where x denotes the Euler characteristic of the polyhedron 1 lx, y[ 1. 
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3. TOPOLOGICAL DISSECTIONS OF CONVEX SETS 
Let K be a convex subset of W’, and let H = {Hi; i E Z} be a finite family 
of affrne hyperplanes of UP’; the pair (K, H) will be called a dissection of K. 
The connected parts of K - IJiG, Hi are convex sets and will be called 
regions. 
For every subset .I z Z such that 
and 
set 
Hi.= Hip MJ, ieI--J 
and consider the family of hyperplanes of MJ 
H’= {Hi; Hi#@, ieZ-J}; 
the dissection (KJ, H’) will be called an induced dissection of (K, H). The 
regions of the dissections (KJ, H’) will be called f&es of (K, H). The dimen- 
sion of a facef will be the minimum dimension of an affrne linear subspace 
of W containing jI 
Given a dissection (K, H), let P(K, H) be the partially ordered set whose 
elements are all regions and faces of the dissection, and the ordering is 
given by 
f, Gf* if and only if cl(J,) s cl(f*), 
where cl(f) denotes the closure of the set f in ordinary topology of Rd. 
The poset P(K, H) becomes a lattice L(K, H) by adding a minimum 6 
and a maximum 1. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let K be u convex subset of Rd, int (K) # $3, (K, H) a 
dissection. Let A be a family of faces such that f G 8K for every f E A and 
I(A) the ideal of P(K, H) generated by A. Consider the partially ordered set 
Q(A)=P(K,H)-Z(A). 
Then, IQ(A)1 is contractible. Zn particular, jP(K, H)i is contractible. 
ProoJ By induction on the number of hyperplanes of H having non- 
empty intersection with int (K). If Hn int (K) = @ for every HE H, then 
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there is a unique region, which turns out to be a maximum for Q(A). Sup- 
pose there exists HO E H such that HO n int (K) # 0 and let Hz, H; be the 
closed half-spaces of P’ defined by H,,. Consider the poset PO of the 
induced dissection of K n HO and let B= {JEA; YG HO}. Set 
Q’(A) = Z’O - Z(B); by the induction hypothesis, IQ’(A)1 is contractible. 
Now, define a map 4: Q(A) + susp Q’(A) as follows: 
dfl=f if fsHO 
=P 
+ if fzint(H$) 
c P- if flint, 
By induction hypothesis, 1 {f~ Q(A); du) < p+ } 1 and 1 {f~ Q(A); 
b(f) <p- } 1 are contractible. Furthermore, for every q E Q’(A), the poset 
{f~ Q(A); b(J) <q} has the maximum and, hence, 1 {f~ Q(A); &f) < q}i 
is contractible. Then, by Theorem 2.1, IQ(A)1 and isusp Q’(A)1 are 
homotopy equivalent. Since 1 Q’( A)[ is contractible, we get the assertion. 1 
The next proposition shows that the study of upper intervals of P(K, H) 
can be reduced to the study of a poset of the same kind. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let (K, H) be u dissection, and fO a face of (K, H). 
The filter FO of P( K, H) with minimum f. is isomorphic to the poset reIative 
to the dissection (K, H’), where H’ = {HE H; f. G HI. 
ProojI We consider the application $: FO + P(K, H’) which maps every 
element f E FO in the (unequivocally determined) region or face of 
minimum dimension in the dissection (K, H’) containing J $ turns out to 
be a surjective order map; in order to prove that $ is an injection it is suf- 
ticient to remark that, if r, and rz are different regions in F,,, there is a 
hyperplane H,, E H such that r, z Hz and rz G H< ; furthermore, since f. G 
cl (r, ) n cl (rz), H,, E H’. By repeating the same argument for induced dissec- 
tions, and remarking that $ - ’ is order-preserving, we get the assertion. 1 
3.3. THEOREM. Let (K, H) be a dissection of K, int (K) # @ and let f. be 
a face of (K, H), dim f. = k. Consider the subposet of P(K, H) defined as 
We have 
(i) $fO c JK, then 1 V(JO)[ is contractible; 
(ii) ly fO n int (K) # 0, then 1 V&J is homotopy equivalent to a 
(d - k - 1 )-sphere. 
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ProojI By Proposition 3.2, we can suppose, without loss of generality, 
f0 G H for every HE H. Then, the lirst assertion is a special case of 
Theorem 3.1. The proof of the second assertion is by induction on the 
codimension d - k of the face fO. If d - k = 1, the proof is immediate. Sup- 
pose d-k > 2; choose a hyperplane H,, E H. Then, f0 is a face of the 
induced dissection of K n HO. Let I”(f,,) be the poset of all regions and 
faces of the induced dissection properly containing fO, and consider 
susp V’(fO). By induction hypothesis, isusp I”(fJj is homotopy equivalent 
to a (d-k - l)-sphere. Consider now the order-preserving map 
$1 wlO~+S~SP WOJ 
such that 
$CfJ=f iff=HO 
=P + if fcint(H$) 
Z P- if f c int(H;). 
EVTheorem3.1, l~f~UfohW~~~+}l ad l{f~Vfoh!4f~<~~}l are 
contractible. Furthermore, for every qesusp V’(fJ, q #p+, p-, the poset 
IfE Wob+WWd h as a maximum and, hence, 1 {f c IQ-,); $(f) < q}l is 
contractible. Then, by Theorem 2.1, 1 I’(J,J and isusp I”&,)1 are homotopy 
equivalent and this completes the proof. ! 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let K be a conuex subset of lRd, int(K) #a, (K, H) a 
dissection. Let p be the M6bius function of the lattice L(K, H). We have 
(i) &1) = 0; 
(ii) p(JX)=O iffccX 
=(-l)dMk-l $fnint(K)#@ anddimf=k. 
Prooj It follows immediately by Theorems 2.2, 3.1, 3.3. 1 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let K be a conuex subset of Rd, int(K) # 0, (K, H) a 
dissection. Let ni be the number of faces of dimension i having non-empty 
intersection with int (K), i = O,..., d - 1 and nd the number of regions. Then 
ProoJ It follows by Corollary 3.4 and by the recursion 
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4. DISSECTIONS OF m AFFINE SPACE 
A set P c R’ is called a polyhedral set provided that P is the intersection 
of a finite family of closed half-spaces of R’. Given a polyhedral set P, the 
set H of all boundaries of the half-spaces defining it is called the set of sup- 
porting hyperplanes of P. For every subset H’ s H, if F = P n ( fit,E ,.,, H) is 
non-empty, it is called a face of P. The poset of all faces of P will be 
denoted by F(P). A bounded polyhedral set is called convex polytope. 
A polyhedral set P is called line-free whenever no line is contained in P. 
If P is line-free, then F(P) contains some points of BY’, which are called ver- 
tices of P. 
For any lixed XE P, the set 
ccP= {yERd;x+A.yCP for all J>O} 
is called the characteristic cone of P. It is clear that ccP is a convex (half)- 
cone with apex in the origin and that it is independent of the choice of the 
point x in P. 
4. I. ~OIJ~ST~~N Let P be an unbounded, line-free polyhedral set. Then 
P=bP+ccP, 
where b P is the union of all bounded faces of P. 
Proof See [4]. 1 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let P be an unbounded, line-free polyhedral set. Then, 
there exists a polytope P’ and a maximal face F of P’ such that F(P) is 
isomorphic to F( P’) - Z(F). 
Proof Let H be a hyperplane such that H n cc P is compact and cc P is 
the cone with apex in the origin spanned by H n ccP. Let B be an open 
ball with center in the origin and containing bP. Take a hyperplane H,,, 
parallel to H, and such that HO n B = ~3, HO n ccP # 0. Let Hc be the 
half-space of HO containing B; by setting P’ = H$ n P, we get the asser- 
tion. 1 
In the sequel, we shall study the dissections of the convex set R’. For the 
sake of readibility, the poset of regions and faces of a dissection (Rd, H) 
will be denoted by P(H). A dissection (lRd, H) will be called reguhzr 
provided there are faces of the dissection which are points of l/V’. We recall 
that every minimal face of a regular dissection is a point (see [9]). Further- 
more, the closures of the elements of P(H) are line-free polyhedral sets. 
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4.3. THEOREM. Let (R’, H) be a regular dissection, and f. a face of 
(W’, H), dim f. = k > 1. Consider the subposet of P(H) defined as 
J(h)= IfMWif<fob 
We have 
(i) iffo is apolytope, then jJ(fJ is h omotopy equivalent to a (k - l)- 
sphere; 
(ii) $fo is unbounded, then [J(fO)i is contractible. 
Proof The tirst assertion follows immediately by noting that the sim- 
plicial complex AJuO) triangulates the boundary of the polytope fo. By 
Proposition 4.2, if f-, is an unbounded polyhedral set, then .4J(fo) 
triangulates the complementary set of a (d - 1 )-ball in a (d - 1 )-sphere; this 
gives the second assertion. 1 
Let (R’, H) be a regular dissection; we shall denote by L(H) the lattice 
obtained from P(H) by adjoining a minimum 0 and a maximum 1, and by 
/.A the Mobius function of L(H). Then we have: 
4.4 COROLLARY. For every x IZ P(H), 
(i) ~(0, x) = 0 if x is an unbounded face; 
(ii) &j,x)=(-l)‘-’ if x is a convex polytope of dimension k. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let (Rd, H) be a regular dissection and bi be the num- 
ber of its bounded faces and regions of dimension i. Then 
i (-l)ibi=l. 
i=O 
Proof Follows by Corollaries 3.4 and 4.4, and by the recursion 
Following [7], we say that a finite poset P such that AP is a d-dimen- 
sional simplicial complex is homotopy Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the 
following conditions are satistied: 
(i) IPI is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of d-spheres; 
(ii) for every XE P, setting J(x) = {ye P; y <x}, lJ(x)l is homotopy 
equivalent to a bouquet of h-spheres, where h = dim AP(x); 
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(iii) for every XE P, setting V(x) = {y E P; xc y}, 1 V(x)1 is 
homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of (d-/r-2)-spheres, where /r = 
dim M(x); 
(iv) for every x, y E P, x < y, 1 lx, y[ 1 is homotopy equivalent to a 
bouquet of (k - /r - 2)-spheres, where /r = dim AJ(x), k = dim M(y). 
4.6, THEOREM. Let (KY’, H) be u regular dissection; then, P(H) is 
homotopy Cohen-Macaulay. 
Prooj Condition (i) follows by Theorem 3.1; (ii) follows by 
Theorem 4.3; (iii) follows by Theorem 3.3. In order to prove condition (iv), 
take x, YE P(H), xc y, and set h = dim N(X) = dim x - 1, k = 
dim AJ( y) = dim y - 1. By Proposition 4.2 we can suppose, without loss of 
generality, that x, y are polytopes. It is known ([4]) that the dual poset of 
J(y) is isomorphic to the boundary poset of a convex polytope of dimen- 
sion k + 1; hence, the dual poset of lx, y[ is isomorphic to the boundary 
poset of a polytope of dimension k - h - 1. 1 
5. THE CUT-INTF~RSECTION POSET. 
This section is devoted to describing connections between the present 
approach and that based on the notion of cut-intersection poset [9]. 
Given a regular dissection (IF’, H), the cut-intersection poset C(H) is the 
poset of non-trivial afline subspaces of R’ which are expressible as intersec- 
tion of a family of hyperplanes in H, ordered by inclusion. We recall that, 
given two dissections (Rd, H) and (Rd, H’), the posets P(H) and P(H’) can 
be non-isomorphic even if C(H) and C(H’) are isomorphic; the crucial 
point of Zaslavsky’s approach is that the numbers of regions and bounded 
regions of a dissection depend only on the cut-intersection poset. 
In the sequel, given a regular dissection (lRd, H), the symbol P(H) will 
denote the subposet of P(H) delined as 
P(H) = {x E P(H); dim x +z d}. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let (Rd, H) be a regular dissection; then, lC(H)l and 
[p(H)1 are homotopy equiuulent. 
Proof Let 4: p(H) + C(H) be the order-preserving function which 
maps every face of P(H) to the minimum element of C(H) containing it. 
For every s E C(H), the set 
A(s) = {x E p(H); 4(x) <s} 
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is the poset of a dissection; then, by Theorem 3.1, iA(~)l is contractible and 
the assertion follows by Theorem 2.1. 1 
5.2. THEOREM (Zaslavsky [9]). Let (Ek”, H) be u regular dissection, und 
/I the number of its bounded regions; then 
x(AC(H))-1 =(-l)‘-I/?. 
Proof Let R be the set of all regions of (R’, H). Denote by p and p the 
Mobius functions of L(H) and the lattice obtained from P(H) by adjoining 
a minimum 6 and a maximum 1. We have 
@r(H)) - 1 = /$j, 1) = - 1 ~(6, x); 
XER 
by Corollary 4.4, this equals ( - 1 )‘-‘b. By Theorem 5.1, we get the asser- 
tion 1 
5.3. THEOREM (Zaslavsky [9]). Let (Rd, H) be a regulur dissection, 
C’(H) the poset obtained from C(H) by adjoining a maximum 1, and p the 
Mtibius function of C’(H). Then, denoting by p the number of regions of the 
dissection, we have 
ProoJ For every element YE C’(H), let r(y) denote the number of 
regions of the induced dissection on y; by Corollary 3.5, for every 
XE C’(H), we have 
by Mobius inversion [5] and setting x = 1, we get 
(-l)Q= z (-l)di~y~(y,I); 
Y=C’W) 
since every upper interval in C’(H) is a geometric lattice, p( y, 1) alternates 
in sign, and we get the assertion. 1 
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